
 

Project Update: March 2019 

 

Firstly, thank you very much for offering me the second round grant to implement this 

very important project which has a crucial positive impact on sustainable conservation 

of the Eastern chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) of Nyungwe National Park 

(NNP) though education and raising communities awareness.   

 

It took very long to get the permit from the local authorities (at the district level) 

because the project will involve local communities in addition to the insecurity in and 

around NNP. Late January and February 2019, we undertook two field trips at Gisovu 

site and had informal discussion with some local communities; hearing from them what 

are their knowledge and perceptions about chimpanzee conservation, their threats, 

their ecological and economical importance towards their wellbeing. We also met with 

local authorities and explained in detailed the purpose and contribution of our project 

towards the communities wellbeing. The authorities appreciated our project and they 

told us that it sounds very important especially to the communities living proximity to the 

park and they promised us to a strong support anywhere needed. We also visited the 

primary and secondary schools in which our project will be carried out and we set the 

tentative time that the project will be implemented in these schools. We also meet with 

the sectors agronomists and we asked them what may be the suitable tree species to 

be planted alongside the communities’ farms as they are the first who can know the soil 

type and the tree species that can be suitable. After knowing the tree species that will 

be planted, we directly made contact with the nursery tree owner and he told us that 

the seedlings will be ready from mid-April 2019 and we are optimistic that these 

seedlings will grow well as in April 2019 we will be in the rainy period.  

 

Educational materials (brochures, chimpanzees conservation toolkit and posters), 

awareness raising materials (banners, pull- ups and stickers) are ready while t-shirts for 

competitions winners are in the press.  
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